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SHUTTLE 
INFORMATION options      the center

LOCATING THE SHUTTLES  

From the Dunwoody rail platform:

1.  Exit your train and head down 
one flight of stairs, following 
the signs for “Parking Deck, 
Mall and Street.” 

3.  Walk towards the parking deck 
and take the stairs on the right, 
or the elevator on your left, to 
the ground level (follow the 
signs for Shuttle Vans, Kiss 
Ride, Taxi).

4.  Exit the stair well and turn right. 
All shuttles line up in the Kiss 
Ride waiting area.

5.  Look for the State Farm 
shuttle with the location of 
your building. Use caution 
when walking to your shuttle 
as other vehicles may be 
entering or leaving the area.

2.  To get out of the station, tap 
your MARTA Breeze card at 
the turnstiles near the parking 
deck.

6.  Some State Farm shuttles 
are branded, some are not. If 
you’re unsure which shuttle to 
board, you can ask your shuttle 
driver where their shuttle will 
take you.
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The route pictured on the left will take you from the 
Xpress bus depot to the shuttle bay. 

GETTING FROM XPRESS TO THE SHUTTLE BAY

1. Head south from your Xpress bus toward Hammond Drive

2. Go right on Hammond toward the parking deck

3. Turn right toward the MARTA entrance and walk into the 
ground floor of the deck

4.  Head toward the Kiss Ride area where all shuttles are 
located. Use caution when walking to your shuttle as 
other vehicles may be entering or leaving the area.

The route pictured on the left will take you from the  
Xpress bus depot to the entrance at Park Center 
(marked by a red star).

GETTING FROM XPRESS TO PARK CENTER

1. Head south from your bus toward Hammond Drive (the 
road your bus came in from)

2. Turn right onto Hammond Drive and use the sidewalk until 
you reach Perimeter Center Parkway - Park Center will be 
just across the street

3. Cross Hammond Drive towards the south and then enter 
Park Center

5. Look for the State Farm 
shuttle with the location 
of your building. Some 
shuttles are branded, some 
are not. If you’re unsure 
which shuttle to board, you 

can ask your shuttle driver where their shuttle will take you.


